A Concentrated
Natural Wick
Deodorizer

ODOR BLOCKS™ is a simple and convenient natural wick odor counteractant. ODOR BLOCKS™will
quickly suppress odors in virtually any location. This deodorizer will dispense more rapidly
as temperature rises or when air flow increases
across the surface of the block.
The ODOR BLOCKS™ media holds more than three
times its weight in active ingredients for long lasting deodorization.

ODOR BLOCKS™ is a natural wick. Duration and
intensity of deodorization is controlled by varying ODOR BLOCK’s exposure to the air. Open the
package and place in furnace plenum, duct system register, on intake of carpet dryer, etc. ODOR
BLOCKS™ is a superb closet or car freshener.
ODOR BLOCKS™ are useful in controlling odors in:
Automobiles		
Furnace plenums		
Small rooms and closets
Smoke odors		

Duct system registers
Intakes of carpet dryers
Fires Damage
Cooking

Available in a wide variety of pleasant scents, the natural wicking block starts dispensing when the sealed
package is opened.

Odor Blocks are useful in controlling odors in:
Automobiles
Duct system registers
Furnace plenums
Intakes of carpet dryers
Small rooms and closets
Fires Damage
Smoke odors
Cooking
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ODOR BLOCK

™

Natural Wick Deodorizer

Appearance: Woody, fibrous block
Dimensions: 2¾ W × 3¾ H × ½ D
Weight: Approx. 1 oz. (28 gm) per block
Flash point: 134º F

Fragrance
Original

OR-ODORBLOCK

Cherry		

CH-ODORBLOCK

Citrus		

CT-ODORBLOCK

INSTRUCTIONS:
Remove the Odor Block for the wrapper and strategically
place the Odor Block in the area to be cleaned or treated.
To control the amount of deodorant emitted by the block and
also to extend the life of the block, try these tips:
•Snip off a corner of the package. Later, when the scent is
reduced, cut off a larger portion of the package. Wrap a
rubber band around the package to make sure the block
doesn’t fall out.
•Poke a few holes in the package to control the release of
scent. When the scent is reduced, poke a few more holes in
the package.
Airflow and temperature also influences the amount of scent
released. If the deodorizing scent becomes too strong, reposition the block in an area of lower air flow or lower temperature or remove the block.
CAUTIONS: Avoid varnished, painted or plastic surfaces. KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN! AVOID OPEN FLAME!
NOTE: Also be sure that pets and children will not have access to the Odor Block. Avoid areas where there could be open flames or sources of ignition.
Avoid placing the block on surfaces that might be damaged or discolored by oils. These surfaces include painted, varnished and plastic surfaces.
Because the deodorizer has oily components, be sure to use the block only in areas where contact with an oil will not cause damage. The oil might
soften or discolor certain paints.
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